Don Albrecht - COB Academic Programs
David Anderson - Colorado Natural Heritage Program
Peter Anzalone - CEMML
Kevin Astle - Veterinary Teaching Hospital
Rosemarie Bailey - Library
Kurt Barth - Mechanical Engineering
Randall Basaraba - Microbiology, Immunology and Pathology
Ellen Becker - Housing and Dining Facilities
Stacy Biggerstaff - Psychology
Jerome Britton - Facilities Management
Philip Cafaro - Philosophy
Dave Carpenter - College of Health & Human Sciences
Tony Cheng - Forest & Rangeland Stewardship
Noah Christensen - Housing and Dining Facilities
Tod Clapp - Biomedical Sciences
Benjamin Clegg - Psychology
Mark Collins - Agricultural Research Development and Education Center
Lisa Cranek - CEMML
Jeni Cross - Sociology
Robert DeMaria - Cooperative Institute for Research in the Atmosphere
John Didier - History
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John Eisele - Vice President for External Relations
Mike Ellis - Vice President for Student Affairs
Terry Engle - Animal Sciences
Charlotte Flores - Housing and Dining Facilities
Staci Folot - CVMBS College Office
Hilary Freeman - Mathematics
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Jordan Fritts - Admissions
Wei Gao - Ecosystem Science and Sustainability
Assefa Gebre-Amlak - Front Range Region
Gretchen Gerding - College of Health & Human Sciences
Karla Gingerich - Psychology
Kim Grubbs - ASCSU
Judith Harrington - Soil and Crop Sciences
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Marie Held - CEMML
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Mohammed Hirchi - Languages, Literatures and Cultures
Tom Hobbs - Natural Resource Ecology Laboratory
Andrew Houser - San Luis Valley Research Center
Doreene Hyatt - Microbiology, Immunology and Pathology
Elizabeth Jones - History
Alan Kennan - Chemistry
R. Khosla - Soil and Crop Sciences
Kris Kodrich - Journalism and Media Communication
Brenda Kwang - Front Range Region
Kevin Lear - Electrical and Computer Engineering
Kimberly Lebsock - Clinical Sciences
Dominic Leffler - Environmental Health Services
Marie Legare - Environmental and Radiological Health Sciences
Kelly Long - Vice Provost for Undergraduate Affairs
Matthew Markle - Housing and Dining Facilities
Christie Mathews - Housing & Dining Services
Pamela McCracken - Health Network Counseling
Jason Meisner - CSU Police Department
Christopher Melder - CEMML
Jacques Middlecoff - Cooperative Institute for Research in the Atmosphere
Todd Mitchell - English
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Tracy Nelson - Graduate School
Cindy O'Donnell-Allen - English
Lori Oling - Library
Stephanie O'Meara - Geosciences
Iuliana Oprea - Mathematics
Lisa Pappas - International Programs
Christopher Peterson - Mathematics
Andrea Purdy - Languages, Literatures and Cultures

Erin Reichert - Environmental and Radiological Health Sciences
Mark Ritschard - Walter Scott, Jr. College of Engineering
Christopher Robertson - CSU Police Department
Amy Rodriguez - Veterinary Teaching Hospital
Matthew Rogers - Cooperative Institute for Research in the Atmosphere (CIRA)
Patricia Ryan - Finance and Real Estate
Thomas Sale - Civil and Environmental Engineering
Robert Schur - Policy and Compliance Office
Elisa Shackelton - Food Science and Human Nutrition
Bill Shuster - Management
Sara Simonson - Natural Resource Ecology Laboratory
Robert Smith - Residential Dining
Tyrone Smith - Native American Cultural Center
Jeffrey Snodgrass - Anthropology and Geography
Carl Steele - Housing and Dining Facilities
Joe Strecker - CVMBS College Office
Kevin Tanabe - Arkansas Valley Research Center
D. Tobiassen Baitinger - Registrar
Rodney Valdez - Lory Student Center
Fernando Valerio-Holguin - Languages, Literatures and Cultures
Alan Van Orden - Chemistry
Sue Vander Vliet - Business and Financial Services
Julia Veir - Clinical Sciences
Mary Vogl - Languages, Literatures and Cultures
Charla Waity - Library
Joleen Wearne - Information Systems
Scott Webb - Warner College of Natural Resources
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Chris Weller - Web Communications
Kerry Wenzler - Orientation & Transition Programs
Michelle Wilde - Library
Marc Winokur - School of Social Work
Jim Zakely - Provost/Executive Vice President